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Abstract: This article investigates Molavai view points about social capital. Numerous articles have 
been written about love and nobility mentioned in the “Masnavi -Manavi”, but they could not have 
been uncovered the elegant thoughts of this great literary scholar of seventh A.H century. The trend of 
new sciences that bonded with the different aspects of human being is investigated in Molana Jalalddin 
Mohammad Balkhi Masnavi. Because of speed of assoication, power of innovation and appearing 
other points from each point and also popularity of Masnavi Gnostic aspect, it has been led to covering 
of the latest different sciences subject matters in the first glance. “Communications” and the 
relationships among humans as the main indicators of the social capitals are one of these subjects that 
are not comprehended in the first glance in study of Masnavi, but since the basic of the social attitude 
in the social capital is attention to quality of the relations and also the goal of Molavi is to suggest  the 
affairs related to humans, most of the thoughts related to social capital and especially communications 
and interactions are considerably obvious in Masnavi.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Proposing ideas related to the social capital is a result of negative changes in the social behavior and 
relations and it is also oppression to extremist individualism. In proposing social capitals ideas, Bob Edwards 
and Michael Foley introduced Pier Bourdieu, James Coleman and Robert Patnam as three separate branches by 
different approaches. But they have emphasized on the power of communications and relationship among 
individuals as the main social capital indicators. They believe that the social capital involves personal 
interactions and relationships accompanied by the common values related to this communication. Among 
pioneer authors, Patnam adopts different approach .He suggests two forms of the intergroup social capital and 
communicative social capital. 
 "According to Patnam intergroup social capital is based on family, intimate friends and relatives"(Field 
John, 2009). This introspective approach gathers a sociologic class with similar background in a group and it 
tends to empowerment of exclusive identities and homogenous groups.But the communicative social capital 
connects individuals to each other instead of limiting them. According to Patanm although intergroup social 
capital is useful for elimination of  barriers but communicative social capital is necessary for progress and 
empowerment of individuals in utilization of the resources, ideas and information resulted from human 
communication with external environment. "Indeed the concept of social communications in proposing   the 
idea of social capital considers the relationship in personal experiences, daily activities and also relationship 
among institutes, associations and society"(TajBakhsh, 2010) . In addition by definition of the relationships as a 
form of capital for social capital theorists, this concept pays attention to the set of considerations that could bond 
micro levels, macro levels and middle levels to each other. Personal relationships are social capital indicators 
that not necessarily related to relatives and friends but also they incorporate wide scope that the individuals are 
obligated to follow their goals that integrate the society and lead to bilateral commitment .Molavi thoughts are 
significant in this relation: although most of his thoughts are Gnostics oriented but this aspect is not merely 
religious and the Gnostic is not in solitude. "From primary couplets it is obvious that Molana is not introspective 
and solitude is not considered as conditions for reaching God since he begins Masnavi with this concept that “I 
communicated with competent and mean humans” (Zamani, 2005). 
My wailing is heard in every throng 
In concert with them that rejoice and them that weep (Zamani, 2001). 
 This interaction means finding the goal without prejudice in everywhere and besides everybody and belief 
in this fact there is a way toward God. He believes that if a human being could not find his friend, he is like a 
bird that it is silent though it is in the garden and sings songs. It is obvious that Molavi introduces the scope of 
relationship and its quality in development of the personal capabilities. 
Did my beloved only touch me with his lips? 
I too like the flute would burst out in melody 
But he who is parted from them that speak his tongue 
Though he possess a hundred voices is perforce dumb 
When the rose has faded and the garden is withered  
The song of the nightingale is no longer to be heard (Zamani, 2001). 
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 In other parts he refers to simile between constructive relationships and spring that it is essence of growth in 
the ground .He addresses to the dead soil without wisdom that it burgeons accompanied by spring. 
 Molana makes simile friendship to something useful made by accompaniment of the stars and suggests that 
the human being could benefit from friendship. 
You eat something accompanying by everybody 
And take something by friendship  
Since a star sits near other star 
A belief comes deserving both of them (Zamani, 2005) 
Like a star that is accompanied by other star and brings something new 
 Molana suggests lack of such relationships as deceives of Satan: if in a monument even in interval of one 
span you become far from your good friends be careful that the Satan has found you friendless and you will be 
dominated by Satan. 
Every generous person dominated by demon  
If he does not have any relatives, he will be lost 
Leaving suddenly a group in one time  
Know that it is deceive of Satan (Zamani, 2001). 
 The importance of this subject matter from Molana view points is so that he wants the people to have a 
friend like a sculpture who curves a friend for himself from lifeless stone. Since by numerous friends the enemy 
is lost and problems are solved. 
The result is that, be friend with the group 
Like a sculpture that curves a friend from stone for himself 
That by multiplicity and unity, 
The problems are solved though they are hard (Zamani, 2005), 
 As before said it is true that Molana like sociologists investigates the social capital from different 
viewpoints but since individuals being affected by accompaniment and communications the individuals’ 
personality is shaped by this way. 
 The good nesses and revenges are transferred by generations secretly (Zamani, 2001). 
 He does not consider appropriate establishing the relationship with everyone. In his opinion, some humans 
are apparently human being but they are evil in their inner. So any relationship with such individuals leads to 
inclination, meanness and misery, thus Molavi does not accept such relationships. 
It may be by serving thou wilt recognize truth face 
As there are many demons with every one (Zamani, 2001) 
Everybody who accompanies by mean people  
He will be inferior and irrational (Zamani, 2001) 
 After investigation of the importance of the communications and avoiding relationship with mean and 
immoral persons who take the humans believes because of inferiority, Molavi suggests his opinions about 
competent individuals for this relationship and he recommends people to have relationship with pure and honest 
persons in order to employ their aids during misery and trouble." If we are guided by a person when we are in 
troubles and fight with our desires, that person is honest and acts like protector against pains and problems and 
and protects us, so he will aid us in our lives and he accept us because of sympathy and love" (Zamani, 2012). 
 Friendship with experienced persons and using their rational speeches has advantages like a rape 
pomegranate that it is sweet. 
If you buy a pomegranate, buy it when you are smiling 
That this smile announces you about its grains (Zamani, 2001).  
 We could benefit from accompanying by the man of God and achieve reality and learn brevity, since the 
immoral person is like a valueless and woody sword that it in its sheath such a sword is shown valuable in its 
sheath and when we want to use it just we could burn it. 
 A believer possesses these traits and this person could guide individuals and direct them toward perfection 
though he is inflexible as granite stone or unable like a hard marble. 
Union with God arouse out of the depth of that disgrace 
That boon was word; he hath not been displeased (Zamani, 2005). 
 
Conclusion: 
 As before said both Molvai and scholars of the social capital idea viewpoints consider constructive 
relationship as a main element of growth and promotion of talent, skills and capabilities and feasibility of 
meeting human needs and they believe that family, friends and relatives are important capital in encountering to 
crises. The persons who could use this capital and employ its benefits and support others are healthy, happy and 
wealthy and they have high performance in all aspects of their lives. Although these concepts were suggested 
since nineteenth century by sociologists as an independent theory of the social capital, Molavi suggested them 
seven hundred and forty years age in poetical words .Indeed, social capital is results of research and studies of 
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hundreds sociologists like Loury, Colman, Bordiuo, Fokoyama and Patnam. But Masnavi is result of Molavi 
effort and it involves issues of social capital and other ethical, philosophical, social and Gnostic aspects. 
 The sociologists have tried to find the reasons for this social capital and they have offered their research 
results in social capital framework after observing different crises in the society .But Molavi recognizes 
different aspects of life and knows that non observing behaviors leads to what problems, so he knows the pain 
and remedy and he suggests solutions and tries to help human beings and guides them in achieving happiness in 
both worlds. 
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